“Players learn about playing games by playing games”

“Players learn to make good decisions by making decisions”

Have you ever seen a kid run into a sports shop to
buy cones?....No, there is a reason for that!

“No one can plan and deliver sessions for your team as well as you can”

“No one can design practices for your team as well as you can…”
Coaching through gameplay is all about designing a training session that focuses on a
particular goal whilst consistently delivering

1.

Motivation and enjoyment

2.

Problem solving

3.

Tactical awareness

4.

Challenges that forces players to think about what they are doing and why

Here’s a checklist for designing gameplay

Coaching through gameplay simplifies how you plan and delivers great sessions. Here’s
a checklist for planning your sessions;

Great tips for Gameplay

•

Praise. Praise effort and players that demonstrate good behaviours and watch the positivity
spread.

•

Time it. Make sure players know that games are timed. Keep games short to generate intensity
and excitement.

•

Substitutes. Generate intensity and get players used to rolling subs by practising with them, but
don’t leave too many players standing around!

•

Have something on it. There’s always a consequence in a match. You feel great when you win.
Bring in an element of competition with a prize or a forfeit.

•

Team talks. Get players to lead their own team talks. This takes time to work well. Praise good
team talks and listening in the same way that you praise good hockey. Model good feedback
with short and snappy comments and focus on one thing. Ask open questions and listen to the
answers.

•

Captains. If you want to encourage different players to lead and become involved change the
captain for exach short game and ask them to lead the team talk.

•

Scenarios. Encourage attacking play or team defence by setting up scenarios. Ask players to
plan an approach.

•

Restarts. Keep the game moving by having a pile of balls ready for restarts. Have lots of balls!

•

Affordances. Extra points for desirable outcomes.

•

Golden balls. Scores are doubled when a team chooses to use a yellow ball.

•

Score keeping. Keep the score accurately. Make sure everyone knows the score. The score
matters.

•

Peer coaching. Ask players to pair up and give one piece of advice or one piece of praise.

•

Pick a champion. Get each side, to pick the ‘best defender’ on the opposite side.

Tiki Taka

Tiki Taka Variations

Notes

Continuous Gameplay

8.

Notes

Differentiation

Differentiation is the way that we, as coaches, try to meet the needs of all our players...to maximise their potential. Here are some top tips;

Choice of task; include opportunities for free-swim and discovery in your sessions where players
can choose to practise more or less complex challenges.

Self assessment and target setting; encourage your players to know their own game, to
be self-aware. Try out our target setting activity using either our suggested categories or get players
to choose their own.

Small group sessions; divide players into groups based on their ability. Be careful how this is
managed and be aware that training with players with more and less experience can also be helpful.
Keep mixing it up!

Matching and challenging players; try playing a numbers game or some continuous 1 v 1
hockey where you ask players to match up with someone as experienced as they are, or the player
that they are most similar to.

Individual feedback; with all coaching spending time feeding back information to players and
discussing ideas always makes a player’s experience meaningful. For example “Instead of trying to
pass the ball with one touch, try to take two or three touches to control it before passing the ball.” Or
“Every time you receive the ball I want you to try and move the ball into space with your second
touch.”

Individual rules; this can be formalised with certain rules for certain players. Afford players extra
points for picking the ball up on the move or playing forward with a first touch. Be wary of penalising
good players for good hockey...i.e. only two touches or not allowed to score because the aim is still to
create an environment that pushes our best players to excel rather than limits them with lots of rules.

Helping to coach; helping to coach others, to explain ideas and work out how to coach is a
great way of challenging good players. This can be part of their own training session or with different
age groups or teams. Think carefully about how much time a player might need to think about this
and prepare in order to make it a meaningful experience.

Reflections

What Have I learnt…?

How can I use this…?

1-2-1 Hockey coaching from Olympic stars
Coach education for clubs and schools
Masterclass coaching sessions
Elite Hockey courses delivered at your club or school

Find out more and keep up to date...

07971 530461

